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Instagram Study Analyzes 5.4 Million Posts
quintly publishes insights which content performs best on
Instagram.
Main findings: 68.2% of all posts are images; Video content receives 49% higher interactions
than images; Weekend posts receive 27.3% more interactions.
Now quintly released this year’s Instagram Study, analyzing 5.4 million posts and presenting
surprising results.
The most interesting discovery is that though images are the most frequently used post type,
they aren’t relevant when it comes to interactions Video posts receive 49% higher interactions.
Besides that, quintly compared the interaction rate on weekdays and weekends and found out
that the interaction rate is 27.3% higher on weekend posts.

“If you want to be successful on Instagram, try different formats than just single
images. You should also test and analyze different post lengths, the amount of
emojis and hashtags. This is the most accurate way to discover what benefits
your account and what your followers react to.”
— comments quintly's Digital Communications Specialist Justina Michalski

Many more aspects such as fan distribution, length of posts and emoji- and hashtag usage are
analyzed in the free study.
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their social media strategy.
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